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1 Introduction12

The seminal work of Nash (1950) founded the genesis for a rapidly growing series13

of papers on strategic approaches to economic equilibrium. Debreu (1952) and14

Arrow and Debreu (1954) obtained existence of Walrasian equilibrium of an eco-15

nomy as Nash equilibrium of an associated generalized game, where the players16

are the consumers of the original economy in addition to a fictitious player or17

auctioneer selecting prices and whose payoff is given by the value of the aggre-18

gate excess demand. This equilibrium existence proof relies on Kakutani’s fixed19

point theorem and does not provide any insight on how Walrasian allocations20

and prices are formed.21

Walrasian equilibria are related to cooperative solutions as well. In fact, De-22

breu and Scarf (1963) formalized Edgeworth’s conjecture by characterizing the23

set of Walrasian allocations as the intersection of the cores of a sequence of24

replicated economies. This core convergence result was strengthened by Aum-25

man (1964) through the core-Walras equivalence showing that the core coincides26

with the set competitive allocations for atomless economies. In both charac-27

terizations, equilibrium prices are obtained by applying the separation theorem28

of convex sets. Cooperative approaches to the notion of perfect competition29

have been a major focus of research in mathematical economics since the 1970’s30

to our days providing deep theoretical foundations to the Walrasian paradigm.31

Notable contributions in this direction include Arrow and Hahn (1971), Bewley32

(1973), Hildenbrand (1974), Dierker (1975), Khan (1976), Anderson (1978, 1981,33

1985), Ostroy and Zame (1994), Wooders (1994), Tourky and Yannelis (2001),34

Podczeck (2005) and Greinecker and Podczeck (2017). Following these coop-35

erative descriptions of perfect competition, equilibrium existence is established36

through a coalition formation mechanism and, as before, does not elucidate the37

configuration of the pricing system.38

Within a general equilibrium setting, we also find a variety of games that39

characterize the equilibrium of the economy as a non-cooperative solution of a40

strategic market game or a generalized game. Although most of them consider41

consumers, and/or firms, as players, Hervés-Beloso and Moreno-Garćıa (2009)42

define an associated game with only two players, regardless of the number of43

consumers, where the whole society representing all the agents in the economy44

plays two different roles: as player 1, it is a Paretian player that aims efficiency,45

and as player 2, it aims for a fair behavior against the Paretian player. Under the46
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stated assumptions one has existence of Walrasian equilibrium and it is shown47

that the set of Walrasian allocations coincides with the strong Nash equilibria of48

the game.49

Further game theoretical analysis for the consumers behavior in the markets,50

that aims to explain both exchange and price-setting processes in addition to51

the consumer behavior in the market constitute well known alternatives to the52

Walrasian model. The wide literature on market games uses the principles of53

game theory to motivate or justify the description of markets in which certain54

behavioral characteristics, such as price-taking behavior, are assumed. Most of55

these works show how strategic interactions by rational agents lead to a com-56

petitive equilibrium situation. Game theoretic approaches to market solutions57

(in particular, to Walrasian or competitive equilibrium) provide insights into the58

market mechanism through which trade is conducted. One of the advantages59

of building strategic foundations for perfect competition is that a complete de-60

scription of the process how the equilibrium allocations and prices are reached61

becomes necessary.62

Most of the research on market games includes the following three steps;63

firstly, describe the market or the whole economy; secondly, define an extensive-64

form game describing the behavior of the agents in the market or in the economy;65

and thirdly, analyze the market game to show the relation of the solutions of the66

game with the equilibrium of the original economy. As it is not surprising, there67

are many ways in which this program can be carried out. Actually, strategic68

market games may be classified into different categories depending basically on69

the underlying strategy sets for players and on the way in which every agent’s70

signal is used to determine market prices.71

Many market games can be viewed as extensions of the single market analy-72

sis of Cournot (1838) and Bertrand (1883) to multiple markets within a general73

equilibrium framework. The extension of the Cournot tradition to general equi-74

librium was pioneered by the works by Shubik (1973), Shapley (1976), Shapley75

and Shubik (1977), and Dubey and Geanokoplos (2003). The papers by Hurwicz76

(1979), Schmeidler (1980) and Dubey (1982) followed the Bertrand tradition.77

See Giraud (2003) for a complete survey on market games.78

In Sections 2 and 3 we focus, respectively, on the work by Shapley and Shubik79

(1977) followed by Dubey and Geanakoplos (2003) to provide a more direct80

route from Nash to Walras, and the work by Schmeidler (1980). Our aim is81
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to analyze the two approaches and the corresponding main results that show82

how the Walrasian equilibrium may be regarded either as the limit solution or83

outcome for non-cooperative notions of equilibrium. In Section 4, we compare84

the differences regarding the formulation of the games and their implications.85

Following Bewley (1972) and Araujo (1985), in Section 5, we consider an economy86

with infinitely many commodities to show that any Walrasian equilibrium of the87

economy can be attained as a Nash equilibrium of the associated market game.88

Finally, we summarize some applications that have been analyzed addressing a89

variety of settings and we point out some lines of future research.90

2 Shapley-Shubik’s market game91

Shapley and Shubik (1977) provide a market game describing a general model of92

noncooperative trading equilibrium that avoids the assumption that individuals93

must regard prices as fixed. Actually, in a natural way prices depend on the94

buying and selling decisions of the traders and the key to the approach is the use95

of a single, specified commodity as “cash,” which may or may not have intrinsic96

value. The rules of the game that include the price-forming mechanism, are inde-97

pendent of behavioral or equilibrium assumptions, which enter, instead, through98

the solutions of the game. The model, in several variants, is a noncooperative99

game, in the spirit of Nash and Cournot.100

In the basic model there are n traders trading in m + 1 goods, where the101

(m + 1)th good has a special operational role in addition to its possible utility102

in consumption.103

Each trader i ∈ N = {1, . . . , n} is characterized by an initial bundle of goods,104

ai = (ai1, a
i
2, . . . , a

i
m, a

i
m+1), and a concave utility function, Ui : IRm+1

+ → IR.105

Although it is considered that Ui depends on (xi1, x
i
2, . . . , x

i
m, x

i
m+1), we emphasize106

that Ui need not actually depend on xim+1; the possibility of a fiat money is not107

excluded.108

Let us imagine m separate trading posts, one for each of the first m commo-109

dities, where the total supplies (ā1, . . . , ām), with āj =
∑n

i=1 a
i
j, j = 1, . . . ,m,110

assumed to be positive, have been deposited for sale “on consignment.”111

Each trader makes bids by allocating amounts of his (m + 1)th commodity
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among the m trading posts. Thus, the strategy set for trader (or player) i is:

Si =

{
bi = (bi1, . . . , b

i
m), such that bij ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . ,m and

m∑
j=1

bij ≤ aim+1

}

The price formation rule and the allocation mechanism are as follows. For

each strategy profile b = (b1, . . . , bn) and each commodity j = 1, . . . ,m, let pj(b)

be defined by

pj(b) =
b̄j
āj
, where b̄j =

n∑
i=1

bij.

Now for every trader i consider the bundle xi(b) given by

xij(b) =

 bij/pj(b) if pj(b) > 0

0 if pj(b) = 0
for each j = 1, . . . ,m; and

xim+1(b) = aim+1 −
∑m

j=1 b
i
j +

∑m
j=1 pja

i
j.

The payoff function for player i is Πi(b) = Ui(x
i(b)), that is

Πi(b
1, . . . , bn) = Ui(x

i
1(b), . . . , x

i
m(b), xim+1(b))

Given a strategy profile b, let b−i denote the strategies of all players except i.112

A Nash equilibrium is a profile b∗ such that Πi(b
∗) ≥ Πi(b

∗
−i, s) for every s ∈ Si113

and every player i.114

Shapley and Shubik (1977) obtain the following results. The first theorem115

states existence of equilibrium for the market game and the second one is a116

convergence theorem that relates the equilibria of the game to the competitive117

equilibria.118

Theorem 1. For each trader i = 1, . . . , n, let Ui be continuous, concave, and119

nondecreasing. For each good j = 1, ...,m, let there be at least two traders with120

positive initial endowments of good m + 1 whose utility for good j is strictly121

increasing. Then a Nash equilibrium exists.122

Note that there is no assumption that good m+1 has intrinsic value to anyone.123

It must merely be available to large enough number of agents so that nontrivial124

markets for the other goods can be formed.125
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Let (rE , r ∈ IN) be the sequence of replicated economies, being rE the economy126

with r agents of each type i = 1, . . . , n. A trader of type i is characterized by127

endowments ai and the utility function Ui.128

Theorem 2. Assume that for infinitely many values of r the market has129

a symmetric, interior Nash equilibrium and let pr be the corresponding m-130

dimensional vector of prices. Let p be any limit point of the sequence pr and131

define pm+1 = 1. Then the m+ 1 prices (p1, . . . , pm, pm+1) will be competitive for132

the market (for any value of r).133

It should be noted that the Nash equilibrium approaches the competitive134

equilibrium “from below,” that is, through outcomes that are not in general135

Pareto optimal. This contrasts with the convergence of cooperative solutions136

like the core and the value, which are, by definition, Pareto optimal all the way.137

Another drawback of this approach is that, in general, there may be not enough138

of the numéraire commodity or of money to sustain all the possible competitive139

trades.140

To propose a more direct route from Nash to Walras, Dubey and Geanakoplos141

(2003) consider a variant of the Shapley-Shubik trading-post game. They start142

form a pure exchange economy where agents, initially have no money (am+1 = 0),143

but can borrow up to certain units at zero interest from a bank and choose how144

much to bid at each trading-post for purchases. This inside fiat money is the sole145

medium of exchange and it must be repaid to the bank after trade. To trigger the146

trade, an external agent also bids one dollar at each trading post. The bank, the147

external agent and the trading-posts are all assumed to be strategic dummies.148

To simplify the reasoning, they consider a continuum of players with a finite149

number n of different types. However, their argument works as well when the150

finite number of agents of each type increases. As in Shapley-Shubik’s game, for151

every commodity j = 1, . . . ,m, there is a “trading-post” and agents put up their152

entire endowment of that commodity for sale and (fiat) money for purchase.153

For each fixed amount of money M, a game Γ(M) in normal form is defined.154

In this game, the strategy set for each player is155

∆M =
{
b = (b1, . . . , bm), such that bj ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . ,m and

∑m
j=1 bj ≤M

}
156

Assuming that agents are representatives of their type, that is, all agents of157

type i choose the same strategy bi ∈ ∆M , the (type-symmetric) strategy profile158
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b = (bi)i∈N defines a price system blue p(b), where the price of commodity j is159

given by160

pj(b) =
b̄j + 1

āj
, where b̄j =

n∑
i=1

bij.

Each player of type i obtains the consumption bundle xi = (xij(b), j =161

1, . . . ,m),where xij(b) = bij/pj(b), and also obtains p(b)ai units of money as rev-162

enue from the sale at prices p(b) of their endowments, leaving them with the163

surplus or net deficit di(b) =
∑m

j=1 b
i
j −

∑m
j=1 pj(b)a

i
j.164

The payoff of agents of type i, for symmetric profiles, is given by Πi(b) =165

ui(x
i(b))−max{0, di(b)}.166

The max term reflects the fact the agents gain no utility from fiat money, but167

are penalized from defaulting on their loans.168

In the game Γ(M), prices mediate trade, trading-posts clear and generate a169

feasible reallocation of the endowments, independently of what the agents bid.170

Moreover, if each agent optimizes, given the strategies of the others, a Nash171

equilibrium is obtained.172

In fact, the first result in Dubey-Geanakoplos (2003) shows the existence of173

a type-symmetric Nash equilibria (TSNE) of Γ(M), assuming that each agent174

has strictly positive endowments and their utility function is weakly monotone,175

continuous and concave.176

The set of Nash equilibria of Γ(M) may depend on the bound M of fiat money177

that agents can borrow from the bank. To allow all the competitive tradings, for178

each natural numberM , let bM be a TSNE of the game Γ(M).Dubey-Geanakoplos179

(2003) showed that the sequence of allocations xM = (xi(bM))i∈N and prices180

pM = p(bM )
‖p(bM )‖ is uniformly bounded and then, there is a subsequence converging to181

(x, p). Moreover, their main result states that the limit point (x, p) is a Walrasian182

equilibrium of the exchange economy. Thus, for M big enough, Nash equilibria183

of Γ(M) approximate Walrasian equilibrium of the initial exchange economy.184
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3 Schmeidler’s market game185

Schmeidler (1980) provides a rigorous description of a game in a strategic form186

whose Nash equilibria are all strong equilibria coinciding with the Walras equi-187

libria of the underlying Arrow-Debreu pure exchange economy.188

Consider the economy E with n agents and ` commodities. Each agent i is189

endowed with the bundle ωi ∈ IR`+ and has a preference relation �i represented190

by a strictly quasi-concave increasing utility function Ui : IR`+ → IR.191

Given the economy E , Schmeidler (1980) considers an associated game G where192

each of the n consumers is represented by a player.1 A strategy for a player is a193

consumption bundle and a price vector2 such that the bundle she chooses belongs194

to her budget set at the announced prices. That is, the strategy set for player i195

is:196

Si = {(x, p)| p · x ≤ p · ωi} .

A strategy profile s is given by a strategy si for every player i ∈ N =197

{1, . . . , n}. We denote s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) = ((x1, p1), (x2, p2), . . . , (xn, pn)).198

Schmeidler’s (1980) proposal is crystal: agents trade only if they agree on

the prices. Following this idea, given a strategy profile, each player trades only

with those individuals that select the same price. Thus, for each profile s =

((x1, p1), (x2, p2), . . . , (xn, pn)), let Ai(s) = {j ∈ I = {1, · · · , n} pj = pi} and let

#Ai(s) denote the cardinality of the set Ai(s), i.e, the number of players that

choose the price selected by the ith one in the profile s. Then, the average excess

of demand of players in Ai(s) is

γi(s) =
1

#Ai(s)

∑
j∈Ai(s)

(xj − ωj),

Each player receives the bundle they choose adjusted by the average excess of

demand of the players that proposes the same price. That is, given s, the player

1To describe the game and the main result we do not use the same notation that appears

in Schmeidler (1980) since we state the game in terms of trades whereas in Schmeidler’s paper

it is written in terms of net trade instead.
2The set of prices is the the simplex {p ∈ IR`

+|
∑`

h=1 ph = 1}.
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i gets the bundle

fi(s) = xi − γi(s) = xi −

∑
j∈Ai(s)

(xj − ωj)

#Ai(s)
.

Finally, the payoff function for player i is Πi(s) = Ui(fi(s)).199

The strategy profile s∗ is a Nash equilibrium if no player has incentives to200

deviate individually, i.e., Πi(s
∗) ≥ Πi(s

∗
−i, si), for every si ∈ Si and every i.201

The profile s∗ is a strong Nash equilibrium if no coalition of players has in-202

centives to modify their strategies as a group.203

The main result proved by Schmeidler (1980) is the next theorem.204

Theorem. Let E be an economy with n ≥ 3. Let G be the associated game.205

The following statements hold:206

(i) If (x∗, p∗) is Walrasian equilibrium of the economy E , then s∗ = ((x∗i , p
∗)i∈N207

is a strong Nash equilibrium of G.208

(ii) If s∗ is a Nash equilibrium of the game G, all the players choose the same209

price p∗ and ((fi(s
∗)i∈N , p

∗) is an equilibrium of the economy E .210

The proof of the above result follows several steps showing that if s∗ is a Nash211

equilibrium of the game G then212

• Given two different players i, j, we have fi(s
∗) %i di(pj), where di denotes213

the demand function of agent i.214

• If at least one more trader selects the same price p as player i, then fi(s
∗) =215

di(p).216

• If #Ai(s
∗) ≥ 2 for some i, then Ai(s

∗) = {1, . . . , n} and all of them get the217

demand at the chosen price.218

• #Ai(s
∗) > 1 for some i.219

The most significant drawback of Schmeidler’s (1980) approach is the non-220

feasibility of the individual allocations for some strategy profiles. In fact, it221

could happen that, for a profile s, the commodity bundle fi(s) does not belong222

to IR`+.223
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Schmeidler argues that the possibility of individual nonfeasibility is attributed224

to the total informational decentralization of the model and, in addition, a strat-225

egy profile that induces a nonfeasible allocation occurs only out of equilibrium.226

4 Shapley-Shubik vs. Schmeidler’s market game227

The market game approach that Shapley and Shubik (1977) proposed differs from228

the one that Schmeidler (1980) stated regarding not only the own definition of229

the game but also the main results that relate the equilibria of the game with230

the equilibria of the underlying economy.231

Shapley and Shubik’s trading-post game presents the following characteristics:232

(a) It is an extension of the Cournot tradition to general equilibrium where233

money is explicitly introduced as the stipulated medium of exchange. Al-234

though the treatment of money in a strategic market game has been a sub-235

ject of intense debate, it was described by Shapley (1976) in these terms:236

The decisive step was to meet the problem of money head on – to accept237

the proposition that, in the world of buying and selling, money is “real.”238

Granting this, the rest falls into place with remarkably few other generality-239

restricting assumptions.240

(b) The strategies of each player are “bids” and neither prices nor commodity241

bundles appears as elements of the strategy sets.242

(c) A map assigning prices and feasible reallocations (outcomes) to the agents’243

strategies (bids) is defined. That is, the game provide a price formation244

mechanism and an assignment process. In other words, agents are assumed245

to send quantity-setting strategies to trading posts, where prices form so246

as to equalize supply and demand on each market. Moreover, no matter247

what strategies agents choose, a feasible outcome is always engendered248

(d) The first main result is existence of Nash equilibrium for the market game.249

Moreover, it is shown that if the market has symmetric and interior Nash250

equilibria, the sequence of Nash equilibria associated with replicated econo-251

mies converge to the Walrasian equilibria, whenever there is a limit point252

of the corresponding sequence of prices. That is, noncooperative equili-253

brium exists, and as the number of agents increases, under the previous254
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assumptions, price-taking behavior is induced and Walrasian equilibrium255

is achieved in the limit.256

In contrast, the market game that Schmeidler (1980) introduced presents the257

following features:258

(a) It extends the single market analysis of Bertrand to multiple markets within259

a general equilibrium framework.260

(b) The strategy set of every player is a pair formed by a price and a consump-261

tion bundle that is in their budget set when the selected prices prevail.262

(c) The exchange mechanism that characterizes the economic institutions of263

trade is given by strategic outcome functions, with players proposing con-264

sumption bundles and prices. Thus, the outcome function maps players’265

simultaneous selections of strategies into allocations. In this way, it is266

explained the price formation mechanism but there is no explicit price for-267

mation rule as in Shaplye-Shubik’s game.268

(d) The main result shows that Nash equilibria of this market game are strong269

and coincide with the Walrasian equilibria of the underlying Arrow-Debreu270

pure exchange economy. In this case, the existence of Nash equilibrium271

relies on the existence of Walrasian equilibrium, rather than the other way272

around.273

We remark that in both aforementioned market game no price player is in-274

volved, nor are generalized games. Each of the two approaches gives rise to275

a different non-cooperative game in strategic form and focuses on features of276

strategic (Nash) equilibria and their relation to competitive (Walras) equilibria.277

5 An extension to infinitely many commodities278

In this section, following Bewley (1972), and more closely Araujo (1985), we279

consider the economy E = (`+∞,%i, ωi)i=1,...,n where the commodity space `∞ is280

the Banach space of bounded sequences of real numbers, representing a model281

where a consumption plan is a sequence of points in R`
+ for each time period282
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t = 1, 2, . . .. Each consumer i is characterized by a preference relation %i defined283

on the consumption set `+∞ and by endowments ωi ∈ `+∞.284

A price system is an element of the dual space of `∞, denoted by `′∞. A285

Walrasian equilibrium is a pair ((x1, . . . xn), p) ∈ (`+∞)n × `′∞, with p 6= 0, such286

that
∑n

i=1 xi =
∑n

i=1 ωi and, for every i, the consumption plan xi maximizes %i287

on {z ∈ `+∞| p · z ≤ p · ωi} .288

Under the assumptions of interiority of endowments (i.e., there exists ε > 0289

such that ωi,k > ε for every natural number k and every i = 1, . . . , n) and290

convexity, monotonicity and Mackey continuity of preferences, Araujo (1985)291

showed existence of Walrasian equilibrium prices in `1 ⊂ `′∞.
3

292

Next, let us consider the associated continuum economy with n-types of293

agents, Ec = (I =
⋃n
i=1 Ii, `

+
∞,%t, ωt)t∈I , where the real interval I = (0, n], with294

the Lebesgue measure µ, represents the set of consumers. Each t ∈ Ii = (i− 1, i]295

is characterized by the preference relation %t=%i and by endowments ωt = ωi.296

Under the assumptions on endowments and preferences previously stablished,297

the economy E has an equilibrium (x, p), with p ∈ `1. It is easy to see that (x, p)298

defines an equilibrium (x∗, p∗) for the associated n-types continuum economy Ec,299

where p∗ = p and x∗ is the step function defined by x∗(t) = xi if t ∈ Ii.4300

Let us consider the competitive equilibrium (x∗, p∗) and define Mi = p∗ ·ωi =∑∞
k=1 p

∗
k ωi,k, and M =

∑n
i=1Mi. Consider a variant of the game proposed by

Dubey and Geanakoplos (2003) with no external agent and where the strategy

sets for each consumer of type i is defined by the amount of money Mi. That

is, the strategy set for a consumer of type i is Si = {b ∈ `+1 |
∑∞

k=1 bk ≤ Mi}.5 A

strategy profile is given by a selection b(t) ∈ Si for every t ∈ Ii such that bk(·) is a

µ-integrable function for every natural number k. A profile β = (b(t))t∈(0,n], leads

to a price at the trading post k defined by pk(β) =
∫
I bk(t)dµ(t)∑n

i=1 ωi,k
, for each k ∈ IN.

Since, by assumption, endowments are interior points, there is a positive constant

a > 0 such that
∑n

i=1 ωi,k > a for all i, k. Then,
∑∞

k=1 pk(β) =
∑∞

k=1

∫
I bk(t)dµ(t)∑n

i=1 ωi,k
<

3Mackey continuity of preferences implies a myopic behavior of agents regarding future time

periods, in the sense that both gains and losses in the distant future are negligible. Araujo

(1985) shows that if we consider a larger class of preferences, as those that are continuous

with respect to the norm topology, then equilibrium, and even any individually rational Pareto

optimal allocation, might fail to exist.
4See Garcia-Cutŕın and Hervés-Beloso (1993) for further details.
5Note that the fact that strategies are elements of `+1 is in accordance with the myopic

behavior of consumers that comes from the Mackey continuity of preferences.
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1
a

∑∞
k=1

∫
I
bk(t)dµ(t) 6 1

a

∫
I

∑∞
k=1 bk(t)dµ(t) 6 M

a
. Thus, the price system p(β) ∈

`1. Prices pk(β) at each trading post define the allocation that assigns to each

consumer t ∈ I the bundle xt(β) as follows:

xt,k(β) =


bk(t)
pk(β)

if pk(β) > 0

0 otherwise

Note that if player t bids bk(t) = 0, the k-th coordinate of the commodity301

bundle they receive is null and that, if almost every agent t bids bk(t) = 0, all302

players receive 0. Moreover, it is easy to see that the sequence (xt,k(β))k belongs303

to `+∞ and, in addition,
∫
I
xt,k(β)dµ(t) =

∫
I bk(t)dµ(t)

pk(β)
6

∑n
i=1 ωi,k =

∫
I
ωt,kdµ(t), for304

every k ∈ IN. Then, every strategic profile β results in a feasible allocation in the305

economy Ec.306

Apart from the allocation (xt,k(β))k, agent t also obtains p(β) · ωt units of307

money as sales revenue of their endowments. Thus, after returning the loan,308

they get dt(β) =
∑∞

k=1 bk(t)− p(β) · ωt, which becomes either a debt or a profit.309

We emphasize that `∞ with the Mackey topology is a separable space and310

the Mackey continuity of preferences guarantees existence of utility functions311

Ui, i = 1, . . . , n representing each preference relation.6 The payoff function for312

each t ∈ Ii is defined as πt(β) = Ui(xi(β))−max{0, dt(β)}.313

Let x∗ be the equal treatment competitive allocation associated with the equi-314

librium price p∗ previously chosen. Then, one can deduce that the symmetric315

strategy profile β∗, with b∗k(t) = p∗k · x∗i,k for each k ∈ IN and t ∈ Ii, is a Nash316

equilibrium of the game defined. Moreover, p(β∗) = p∗ and x(β∗) = x∗ That is,317

the type symmetric Nash equilibrium β∗ results in the competitive equilibrium318

of the economy. To show this, note that if a consumer deviates from β∗ then the319

price is not altered, and the bundle they get belongs to their budget set at such320

a price. To be precise, let β̂ = (β∗−t, b). denote the strategy profile that coincides321

with β∗ except that a consumer t ∈ Ii deviates and selects b instead of b∗(t).322

Then, the price system remains the same, i.e., p(β̂) = p∗, and xt(β̂) is given by323

xt,k(β̂) = bk/p
∗
k. Since

∑∞
k=1 bk ≤ Mi = p∗ · ωi, we have that p∗ · xt(β̂) ≤ p∗ · ωi.324

This implies that πi(β
∗
−t, b) = Ui(xt(β̂)) ≤ Ui(x

∗
i ) = πi(β

∗).325

In spite of the fact that our approach closely follows Dubey and Geanakoplos326

(2003), the game we have presented could be essentially that of Shapley and327

6See Hervés-Beloso and del Valle-Inclán (2019).
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Shubik (1977). For it, consider the previous economy E = (`+∞,%i, ωi)i=1,...,n328

that, under the established assumptions, has equilibrium (x∗, p∗). From E and329

(p∗, x∗) we define the economy Ê where agents are endowed with an amount of fiat330

money that is given by the value of their resources at price p∗. To be precise, for331

each sequence x̂ = (x0, x) ∈ `+∞, let the first coordinate k = 0 be a real number332

that represents amount of money. Thus, Ê = (`+∞, %̂i, ω̂i)i=1,...,n, where ω̂i,0 =333

p∗ ·ωi, ω̂i,k = ωi,k, for every natural number k, and where ŷ = (y0, y)%̂ix̂ = (x0, x)334

if and only if y %i x. Thus, money does not affects preferences. Analogously to335

the definition of Ec, we state Êc = (I =
⋃n
i=1 Ii, `

+
∞, %̂t, ω̂t)t∈I as the n-type336

continuum economy associated to Ê .337

Now, consider a game à la Shapley-Shubik but with a continuum of players338

I = (0, n], where as before, a strategy profile β = (b(t))t∈I , with b(t) ∈ St = Si =339

{b ∈ `+1 |
∑∞

k=1 bk ≤ p∗ · ωi} if t ∈ Ii, defines a price pk(β) =
∫
I bk(t)dµ(t)∑n

i=1 ωi,k
, at each340

trading post k ∈ IN, leading to the allocation that assigns to each consumer t ∈ I341

the bundle x̂t(β) as follows:342

xt,0(β) = ωi,0 −
∑∞

k=1 bk +
∑∞

k=1 pk(β) · ωi,k > 0, if t ∈ Ii and

xt,k(β) =


bk(t)
pk(β)

if pk(β) > 0

0 otherwise

A strategy profile β∗ = (b∗(t))t∈I , is a Nash equilibrium if no player has343

incentives to deviate individually, i.e., x̂t(β
∗)%̂tx̂t(β

∗
−t, bt), for every bt ∈ St and344

every t ∈ I.345

As before, one shows that the symmetric strategy profile β∗, with b∗k(t) = p∗k ·346

x∗i,k for each k ∈ IN and t ∈ Ii, is a Nash equilibrium and results in the competitive347

prices p∗ and allocation x∗.Moreover, we observe that, in equilibrium, every agent348

maintains their initial amount of money.349

Therefore, given an equilibrium for an economy with infinitely many commo-350

dities, we have defined two associated market games in which the bids each351

agent may propose are bounded from above by the equilibrium value of the en-352

dowments. Both market games have a Nash equilibrium that results in the equi-353

librium of the economy, although this does not prevent other different equilibria354

in the game. We stress that the result holds for a finite number of goods.355

To finish this section we show how the Schmeidler’s game can be extended to

economies with infinitely many commodites. For this, consider again the original
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economy E = (`+∞,%i, ωi)i=1,...,n. To define the associated game à la Schmeidler,

let be Si the strategy set of player i,

Si = {(x, p) ∈ `+∞ × `′∞ | p · x ≤ p · ωi}.

For each strategy profile s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) = ((x1, p1), (x2, p2), . . . , (xn, pn)), let

Ai(s),#Ai(s) and γi(s) be defined as in Section 3. Given the profile s, each

player i receives fi(s), the bundle they choose adjusted by the average excess of

demand of the players that proposes the same price.

fi(s) = xi − γi(s) = xi −

∑
j∈Ai(s)

(xj − ωj)

#Ai(s)
.

Let (x∗, p∗) be any Walrasian equilibrium of the economy E = (`+∞,%i, ωi)i=1,...,n356

with prices p∗ ∈ `1. Then, s∗ = (s∗1, s
∗
2, . . . , s

∗
n) = ((x∗1, p

∗), (x∗2, p
∗), . . . , (x∗n, p

∗))357

is a Nash equilibrium of the game.358

For it, note that for any player i and for any strategy si = (x, p) ∈ Si, si 6= s∗i,359

we have, either p = p∗ or p 6= p∗. If p 6= p∗, then fi(s
∗
−i, si) = ωi. If p = p∗, then360

fi(s
∗
−i, si) 6 (n−1)x+x∗i

n
. In both cases, the output fi(s

∗
−i, si) is in the budget set361

at prices p∗, and thus, we have fi(s
∗) %i fi(s

∗
−i, si).362

Remarks. The game associated to the economy E = (`+∞,%i, ωi)i=1,...,n, fol-363

lowing the models proposed by Shapley- Shubick and Dubey-Geanakoplos con-364

sider a continuum of players and then a change of strategy of one player does not365

affect the price at any trading post. In contrast, the Schmeidler’s game considers366

as many players in the game as consumers in the economy. Note that in both,367

the game à la Shapley-Shubik and in the game by Schmeidler, any Walrasian368

equilibrium with prices in `1 defines an associated game with a Nash equilibrium369

that results in the equilibrium of the economy. However, the game following the370

approach by Schmeidler does not require prices to belong to `1, whereas the one371

derived from Dubey-Geanakoplos requires Mackey continuity of preferences to372

guarantee their representation by utility functions.373

Shapley-Shubik’s model overcomes bankruptcy problems by considering each374

player endowed with an initial amount of money. However, the approaches fol-375

lowed by Dubey-Geanakoplos and Schmeidler may have some drawbacks that,376

out of equilibrium, have to do with issues of default, and with non-feasibility,377

at an individual or aggregate level, respectively. In fact, Schmeidler (1980, page378
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1590) advises that one may find some profiles s for which the allocation fi(s)379

may be out of the positive cone, where preferences are defined, and therefore this380

must be considered a shortcoming. This omission is fully justified in equilibrium,381

but it casts doubts on the profiles that produce default as it may happen in the382

Dubey-Geanakoplos’s model. However, the alternative would require to define a383

game where each agent also considers the possibility of the bankruptcy by others.384

6 Remarks, some applications and future re-385

search386

Manipulability of the Walrasian mechanism has been thoroughly studied by con-387

sidering different scenarios and strategic considerations. In fact, it is known388

that full information on consumers’ true endowments is not always available and389

obtaining such information is not easy and might be very costly. Thus, manip-390

ulation via misrepresentations of resources can be considered a quite common391

situation. For example, when there is excess of supply for a commodity, those392

who are endowed or produce it can sometimes manipulate prices to their benefit393

by holding or even destroying part of it. Hence, by considering misrepresenta-394

tion of endowments, agents may have an incentive to deviate from a competitive395

behavior and manipulate prices in their own benefit.396

However, these strategic considerations are not addressed in the papers we397

have referred to in this manuscript. Actually, in the games we have recapitu-398

lated agents put up their entire endowment for sale in the trading posts or it is399

implicitly considered that endowments are known and there is no strategic be-400

havior on withholding resources. This issue is somehow remarked by the authors;401

Shapley and Shubik (1977) argue that it is not difficult to modify the basic game402

so that the goods do not necessarily all pass through the market before con-403

sumption, and a footnote in Dubey and Geanakoplos (2003) reads that the more404

realistic assumption that agents sell what they want would be more complicated405

but without affecting the result. However, a number of different considerations406

and problems arise depending on how this is done and, even more, an explicit407

analysis on the incentives that consumers may have, by withholding a portion of408

their endowments in order to manipulate prices in their own benefit, is required.409

We remark that incentives to deviate from a price-taking behavior have been410

analyzed for the case in which the withheld bundles are destroyed or fully or411
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partially available for consumption (see, for instance, Roberts and Postlewaite,412

1976, and Moreno-Garćıa, 2006). Further perfect competition tests which checks413

the incentives of small coalitions to behave strategically have been also addressed414

for economies with an infinite degree of commodity differentiation (see Hervés-415

Beloso, Moreno-Garćıa and Páscoa, 1999). It is in our future research agenda to416

study strategic behavior in the market games described in this manuscript with417

the aim of deepening the analysis of perfectly competitive markets in contrast to418

market power situations.419

The pioneering games stablished in the literatura in relation to market equi-420

libria in economies have generated a variety of applications to different topics.421

In particular, the Shapley and Shubik model has been carried forward by several422

others, who took up the theme of showing that Cournot-Nash equilibria con-423

verge to Walrasian equilibria. For instance, as we have remarked, Dubey and424

Geanakoplos (2003), by using a variant of the Shapley-Shubik trading-post game425

with inside fiat money, proved existence of pure Nash equilibrium, and conver-426

gence to competitive equilibria under replication deriving also the existence of427

a Walrasian equilibrium. We refer the reader to Giraud (2003) for a review of428

the literature on strategic market games which also includes some extensions of429

market games à la Shapley-Shubik to financial markets.430

In a couple of papers, we went further and adapted variants of the Shapley-431

Shubik game as developed in the above cited work by Dubey and Geanako-432

plos (2003) to different scenarios. Faias, Hervés-Beloso and Moreno-Garćıa433

(2011) provided a strategic market game approach for equilibrium price forma-434

tion in markets with differentially informed agents, and Faias, Moreno-Garćıa435

and Wooders (2014) introduced a model of a strategic market game for the pri-436

vate provision of public goods and related the equilibria of the game with the437

private-provision equilibrium which is a counter-part to the Walrasian equili-438

brium for an economy with multiple private and public goods.439

As an extension and application of Schmeidler’s (1980) market game, Fugaro-440

las et. al (2009) recasted a differential information economy as a strategic game441

in which players propose net trades and prices. For it, they proposed a market442

game mechanism that links Schmeidler type outcome functions and a delegation443

rule, as well as it allows agents to inform anonymous players about their objective444

functions (who, by themselves, incorporate the information constraints). Their445

main result shows that pure strategy Nash equilibria are strong and determine446
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both consumption plans and commodity prices that coincide with the Walrasian447

expectations equilibria of the underlying economy.448
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